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Narrative Possibility in the Speculative Fictions of Margaret Atwood and Doris Lessing 

 

 In Of Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination (2011), Margaret Atwood asks, “Are 

narratives a means to enforce social control or a means of escape from it?” (41). This paper 

focuses on the speculative fictions of Margaret Atwood and Doris Lessing, which share an 

emphasis on how narrative relates to power, or “social control.” Working in part from Atwood’s 

own thinking about her reading and writing of speculative fiction, I explore three specific ways 

in which both writers use their speculative fictions to speak to power, and to offer alternatives 

that create the potential for escape from social control. 

 Atwood claims, “Mythology, science fiction of the other-planetary kind, and modern 

technology: they all do fit together” (In Other Worlds 20). In fact, a look at the range of 

speculative fictions offered by Atwood and Lessing makes it clear that mythology and science 

fiction do more than fit together; they can be read as occupying the same continuum of works 

that revise, remake and rethink the bounds of our social imaginaries. Both Atwood and Lessing 

have consistently offered fictions that address the mythic past (Atwood’s The Penelopiad and 

Lessing’s The Marriages Between Zones Three, Four, and Five, for example), as well as 

narratives that imagine potential futures. If, as Atwood states in Of Other Worlds, “The myths of 

a culture are those stories it takes seriously—the ones that are thought to be key to its identity” 

(49), the task of myth unmaking and remaking in speculative fiction is crucial to creating 

narratives that work against social control.  

 Another important aspect of the way their speculative fictions respond to power is 

through their uses of hybrid genres. Atwood and Lessing have both resisted the label “science 

fiction” in favor or more nebulous concepts like speculative and space fiction. Atwood argues, 

“When it comes to genres, the borders are increasingly undefended, and things slip back and 

forth across them with insouciance” (Of Other Worlds 7). Speculative works that resist clearly 

defined genre categories work destabilize narrative assumptions are particularly relevant formal 

reactions to postcolonial conditions.  

Finally, both Atwood and Lessing directly avoid narrative closure in their speculative 

fictions. The end of The Memoirs of a Survivor, which leaves readers without any clear sense of 

where the main characters have landed, and Offred’s uncertain escape/end in The Handmaid’s 

Tale are just two examples. Traditional narrative closure would mean sealing off from 

proliferation and possibility, rather than opening to the potential of resistant and unexplored 

structures of community and subjectivity. The sheer scope of Lessing’s Canopus space fiction 

series and the proliferating possibilities in Atwood’s ongoing explorations of the near future 

world in Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood are more examples of how both writers 

create narrative potential. 

Ultimately, this paper argues that Atwood and Lessing employ speculative modes to 

destabilize narrative assumptions linked to “social control,” thereby creating ways not 

necessarily to escape that control, but to address and potentially remake it. 


